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QUESTION 1

Which two statements are true about verbal rules and business phrases? (Choose two.) 

A. You can create a verbal rule with business phrases as a column in a decision table rule. 

B. Derived business phrases are automatically created by using facts, globals, and other information in the rules
dictionary. 

C. User-defined business phrases can be explicitly authored to augment derived phrases. 

D. You can mark a verbal rule as draft in the Rules Editor. 

Correct Answer: BC 

Explanation: Derived business phrases are automatically created using facts, globals and other information in the
dictionary while user-defined phrases can be explicitly authored to augment derived phrases. 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/middleware/1213/bpm/bp-composer- user/ business_rules_bpmcu.htm#BPMCU506 

 

QUESTION 2

Which human task pattern is best suited for a single approver scenario where the role is resolved through group
membership? (Choose two.) 

A. User 

B. Group 

C. Initiator 

D. FYI 

E. Management 

Correct Answer: A 

 

Explanation: Single Approver: Use this option for a single user to act on a task. If the task is assigned to a 

role or group with multiple users, then one member must claim the task and act on it. 

Reference: http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E28280_01/user.1111/e15175/bpmug_ws_perform_tasks.htm 

 

QUESTION 3

Which statement describes how web forms are built? 

A. Technical developers create web forms by using BPM Studio and then business analysts edit them by using BPM
Process Composer. 
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B. Business analysts create web forms by using BPM Process Composer and then technical developers sometimes edit
them by using BPM Composer. 

C. End users create web forms by using BPM Process Workspace and then technical developers sometimes edit them
by using BPM Process Composer. 

D. Technical developers create web forms by using BPM Process Composer and then business analysts sometimes
edit them by using BPM Studio. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Which statement is an unsupported scenario for virtualization through libOVD? 

A. Dynamic groups used to determine group membership. 

B. Users and groups used for task assignment are stored in a relational database. 

C. Users and groups used for task assignment are stored in an external LDAP server or the embedded LDAP server. 

D. Users and groups used for task assignment are stored in multiple external LDAP servers. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

During a simu-lation run, a simu-lation definition may be associated with _________. 

A. one what-if scenario for a single process 

B. multiple what-if scenarios for a single process 

C. multiple processes and one what-if scenario for each process 

D. multiple processes and multiple what-if scenarios for each process 

Correct Answer: C 
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